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Figure 1: Informed by formative workshops that explored how haptic cues for fngerpad position and inclination support 
shape perception of data graphs (a-b), we introduce two refreshable, 1-DOF audio-haptic interfaces for data exploration. Slide-
tone (c) relies on fnger position with sonifcation, and Tilt-tone (d) relies on fngerpad contact inclination with sonifcation 
to provide shape feedback to users. 

ABSTRACT 
We increasingly rely on up-to-date, data-driven graphs to under-
stand our environments and make informed decisions. However, 
many of the methods blind and visually impaired users (BVI) rely on 
to access data-driven information do not convey important shape-
characteristics of graphs, are not refreshable, or are prohibitively ex-
pensive. To address these limitations, we introduce two refreshable, 
1-DOF audio-haptic interfaces based on haptic cues fundamental
to object shape perception. Slide-tone uses fnger position with
sonifcation, and Tilt-tone uses fngerpad contact inclination with
sonifcation to provide shape feedback to users. Through formative
design workshops (n = 3) and controlled evaluations (n = 8), we
found that BVI participants appreciated the additional shape infor-
mation, versatility, and reinforced understanding these interfaces
provide; and that task accuracy was comparable to using interactive
tactile graphics or sonifcation alone. Our research ofers insight
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into the benefts, limitations, and considerations for adopting these 
haptic cues into a data visualization context. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The rapid growth of computing resources and data during the digi-
tal age has changed the way we consume information. Line graphs 
are one type of data visualization that is increasingly used across a 
variety of applications, ranging from personal health and fnance 
to climate trends and social issues [8, 11, 43, 64]. Users can quickly 
gauge a variety of information from a line’s shape: how a vari-
able changes over time, acceleration and deceleration, proportions 
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of time above or below a threshold, infection points in curves, 
magnitudes and locations of extrema, unusual patterns, and more. 
However, such data visualizations, which are critical for process-
ing and building intuition of data-driven information, [30], are 
largely inaccessible to people who are Blind and Visually Impaired 
(BVI) [27, 39]. 

Tactile graphics are often used to provide access to this infor-
mation for BVI users. However, because their production requires 
signifcant time, design expertise, and specialized equipment to 
produce [38], they are rarely used for the many data-driven applica-
tions that require up-to-date information [41]. Recent studies show 
that data-driven information, particularly trend-type information, 
are still largely inaccessible to people who are blind and visually 
impaired (BVI) despite widespread need for access [76]. 

Alternatively, sonifed representations of data graphics only re-
quire the audio capabilities ubiquitous to common computing de-
vices and are much easier to make widely available. Sonifcation 
schemes that provide a direct translation of a data waveform to the 
audible domain [24] have recently gained traction for use in prac-
tice [1, 2, 4, 5] and have been shown to be efective for a variety of 
data-visualization tasks [95, 102]. Drawbacks to these approaches 
are that they require additional layers of cognitive mediation that 
may demand greater attention and do not directly specify spatial 
relationships [38]. How efective diferent types of shape parame-
ters can be simultaneously conveyed through sonifcation remains 
an open question. In a data visualization context, prior work has 
found that unfamiliar users are sometimes not confdent in their 
interpretations of sonifed graphs [76]. 

We believe that there is a need and opportunity for a device to 
enable low-cost haptic interactions to augment sonifcation and 
provide more comprehensive and robust means to consume data. 
Prior work has shown that haptic feedback can improve task per-
formance, reduce workload, and improve recall when used in con-
junction with sonifcation [44, 95]. However, these studies inves-
tigate simple bar graphs and rectangular maps, in which under-
standings of shape features such as slope and curvature are less 
important. Other studies have looked towards both kinesthetic 
and cutaneous-based devices to provide more refreshable and in-
teractive access [29, 31, 69, 77, 83, 90, 97]. However, the cost of 
kinesthetic devices makes them prohibitively expensive for wide-
spread use, while cutaneous-based devices typically lack explicit 
guidance cues, which may require users to exert signifcant mental 
efort to build a global overview [67]. 

To provide a refreshable, low-complexity method for conveying 
the many important shape-characteristics of line graphs in a data 
visualization context, we looked towards haptic perception litera-
ture. When a fnger traverses along a curved surface, the position 
of the fnger follows the position (0th order) of the contact surface, 
and the angle of contact between the surface and the fnger (which 
we will call fnger contact inclination) follows the orientation (1st 
order) of the contact surface, which changes as a function of the 
surface profle. Prior work has found fnger position and fnger 
contact inclination to be important cues that are natural to object 
shape perception, and have investigated the importance of these 
cues for curvature perception and shape discrimination [26, 58, 91]. 
In this work, we investigate how these haptic cues are used by BVI 

persons to support shape understanding and what interactions are 
important to consider for data exploration. 

We begin our investigation by conducting a series of design 
workshops with blind users (n=3) to better understand how to 
support fnger position (0th order information) and fnger contact 
inclination cues (1st order information) in a data visualization con-
text. We found that compared to tactile graphics, laser-cut cutouts, 
which users perceive using both cues, felt more salient, were easier 
to trace, and conveyed sharp corners and high-density features 
more efectively. When using these cues in a data visualization 
context, participants recommended a series of touch-based and 
speech-based interaction techniques, which include providing a 
verbal gist of the context and enabling on-command speech output 
of specifc values. 

Based on these fndings, we introduce two interactive multimodal 
prototypes to investigate the use of fngerpad position and incli-
nation cues for exploring line graphs. The frst system, Slide-tone, 
uses a combination of sonifcation and fnger position cues provided 
through a motorized slider to convey and reinforce the y-value pro-
gression of a line-graph trend. The second system, Tilt-tone, uses 
the same sonifcation scheme to convey the value-progression, and 
fngerpad contact inclination cues to convey the slope-progression 
of the line graph. An evaluation comparing both systems found that 
participants appreciated the additional shape information, versatil-
ity, and reinforced understanding these simple haptic cues provide; 
and that accuracy of four data tasks was comparable to using inter-
active tactile graphics or sonifcation alone. 

Our paper contributes: 
(1) The design and evaluation of two audio-haptic systems that

provide haptic shape, sonifcation, and speech output for
accomplishing data visualization tasks.

(2) Types of shape-based data visualization features participants
were able to identify using the diferent data exploration
methods.

(3) Insights into participants’ strategies and experiences form-
ing mental models and retrieving information across the
diferent audio-haptic schemes.

(4) Generalized design considerations and recommendations for
multimodal and digital data interfaces.

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 The Data Accessibility Gap 
Making informed decisions using data is a critical skill for both 
personal and professional matters [38]. Gorlewicz et al. character-
ize the lack of access to graphical material as "one of the biggest
challenges to the independence and productivity" of BVI people, hav-
ing "detrimental efects on the educational, vocational, and social
prospects for this demographic" [38]. Recent studies highlight some
of the gaps that persist in making data accessible to BVI screen 
reader users [41, 74, 76]. Sharif et al. found that BVI screen reader 
users, when interacting with digital data visualizations, spend sig-
nifcantly more time and are less accurate extracting information 
compared to their sighted peers [74]. Data visualizations available 
on the web either encourage presentation of a textual alternative 
(alt text) or a tabular representation [74]. Textual representations 
ofer a more subjective lens and do not provide direct access to 
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the data [76]. Tabular representations, on the other hand, impose 
high cognitive load [47, 80] and lack support for gaining a holistic 
understanding of the data [74, 76]. Siu et al. also report on factors 
that afect users’ confdence, including users not being able to make 
their own interpretation or not receiving access in a timely man-
ner [76]. There is a need for accessible data systems that support 
timely and independent access and enable users to draw their own 
interpretations from the data to make informed decisions. 

2.2 Multimodal Data Exploration Systems 
Multimodal interfaces including both audio and haptic afordances 
have the potential to be more efective for a larger number of 
users [33, 48]. We review several systems that leverage multimodal 
feedback to improve access to data for BVI users. 

The use of non-speech cues, such as in sonifcation, has been 
used to efectively complement access to data through commonly-
available tabular representations [71, 80]. Sonifcation can be efec-
tive at providing a quick auditory overview of large amounts of 
data [88]. Recently we have seen a number of these technologies 
used in practice to support access to real world data charts for edu-
cation and personal matters [1–3]. Auditory displays can deliver a 
high level of detail, but with multiple mapping possibilities and few 
standards in place [73], users are generally not confdent in their 
interpretation [76], and "good strategies" for formiing accurate in-
terpretation need to be learned [40, 102]. However, a considerable 
advantage of auditory displays is that information can be easily 
supported across common audio-enabled devices. 

Compared to auditory representations, touch-based solutions 
are considered the most suitable for BVI users to access highly spa-
tial and graphical information such as data charts [67]. Traditional 
approaches to producing tactile material (e.g. raised line drawings, 
embossed reliefs) can be slow and costly as they often require spe-
cialized equipment and expert designers [38]. More critically, they 
often result in hard copy graphics, which ofer limited updatability 
and reduced information density to avoid tactile clutter [38, 67]. 
Several studies have investigated audio-augmented tactile graphics 
that ofer some limited interactions and help reduce tactile clut-
ter [12, 32, 57]. 

Interactive haptic systems can ofer up-to-date access and more 
interactions for exploring data (See Holloway et al. [20] for a recent 
review). Prior work has shown that haptic feedback can improve 
task performance, reduce workload, and improve recall when used 
in conjunction with sonifcation [44, 94]. Yu et al. investigated 
the use of a kinesthetic force-feedback device and sonifcation for 
exploring bar charts [94]. They found that audio was useful for 
getting a gist of the data while the haptic feedback was useful 
for navigation/localization, comparing/confrming relative sizes of 
bars, and reducing ambiguity in the audio representation [94]. 

Other haptic systems have investigated cutaneous-based devices. 
Earlier studies have explored mounting tactile displays onto a 
computer-mouse form factor to communicate shape, and found 
the feedback to be too limited in size and resolution to be efec-
tive [89, 92]. More recent studies have shown that vibrotactile feed-
back on touchscreens can communicate simple graphs [34] and 
graphical components [37] successfully to blind users. However, 
cutaneous-based shape exploration typically relies on sequential 

exploration [52, 96] without guidance cues that involves signifcant 
mental efort to build a global overview [67, 96]. 

These prior studies investigated simple data charts (e.g. bar 
charts), in which understandings of shape features such as slope 
and curvature are less important. Moreover, the cost and complex-
ity of these haptic devices make them prohibitively expensive for 
everyday use. In this work, we investigate low cost and low com-
plexity haptic devices that complement sonifcation methods. We 
focus on supporting multimodal interactions for data exploration 
of line graphs based on complex real-world datasets. 

2.3 Haptic Shape Perception 
The exploratory procedures (EPs) supported by a given medium can 
impact the efciency of shape recognition [45, 51, 75]. When certain 
EPs are restricted, shape recognition performance can decrease [52]. 
A study comparing embossings versus cutouts of tactile graphics 
found that displaying the information as cutouts allowed users 
to better acquire global shape information [45]. The increase in 
performance is attributed to cutouts allowing users to leverage 
enclosure EPs as opposed to strictly contour following EPs with 
embossings [45, 52]. Prior studies assessing haptic performance 
tasks with BVI users have shown that the use of multiple hands 
and fngers, which allows more diverse EPs, ofer a signifcant 
advantage [61]. 

Prior work has also investigated important characteristics for 
haptic shape perception, including: the role of passive vs. active ex-
ploration [26], the contribution of fnger position (0th order informa-
tion), and fnger contact inclination (1st order information) [58, 91]. 
Dostmohammad et al. conducted a study to understand the efects of 
these characteristics on curvature discrimination (concave vs. con-
vex). The study found that actively exploring the surface provides a 
signifcant advantage on curvature discrimination compared to pas-
sive exploration of the same stimuli [26]. Wijntes et. al. found that 
the trajectory of the contact region on the fngered is a sufcient 
cue for discrimination [91]. In a slightly diferent task, Kuchen-
becker et al. found that displaying contact location signifcantly 
improves user’s ability to follow a contour [49]. Dostmohammad 
et al. also found that multiple contacts has a small but signifcant 
advantage [26]. 

Several systems have applied these concepts to support active 
shape perception using lower degree-of-freedom haptic devices [59, 
68, 70]. Memeo et al. designed a haptic mouse capable of rendering 
surface elevation (0th order) and slope (1st order). A study com-
paring 0th and 1st order cues found that there is less variance in 
discrimination when 1st order cues are provided, but providing 
additional 0th order cues alongside 1st order cues reduces mental 
load [59]. These studies have involved simple curvature discrimi-
nation tasks with sighted users. Other works with BVI users have 
explored haptic shape perception in combination with auditory 
modalities for other application contexts, which include teaching 
shape trajectories [22, 62] and editing audio waveforms [82]. In this 
work, we aim to extend the applicability of these concepts to sup-
port haptic shape perception of complex real-world data contours, 
which may involve diferent strategies from low-level curvature 
perception or shape recognition. 
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3 FORMATIVE WORKSHOPS 
Engaging visually impaired users through user-centered design 
activities with physical mockups can be a powerful tool both for 
understanding the specifc abilities of users and for informing de-
sign [82]. We organized formative 90-minute IRB-approved work-
shops with three participants to 1) better understand the use of 
0th order fnger position and 1st order contact inclination cues for 
feature identifcation and discrimination and 2) co-design ways to 
support important data-visualization interactions using physicaliza-
tions that provide these cues. Workshops were semi-structured to 
focus discussion on the study objectives while encouraging open di-
alogue, ideation, and refection on perceptual and data experiences. 
A smartphone mounted to a gooseneck stand recorded videos of 
conversations and participants’ interactions throughout the work-
shops. Below is a summary of workshop activities; the full protocol 
is included in the supplementary materials. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, separate workshops were held 
for each individual in accordance with Stanford University and gov-
ernment health and safety guidelines. On a 5-point Likert scale (1 
to 5 with 5 indicating highest), participants’ self reported extremely 
high levels of familiarity with braille (5), varying familiarity with 
tactile graphics (2 to 4), sonifcation (2 to 3); and varying levels of 
comfort with data manipulation (2 to 5). Each participant received a 
50 USD Amazon gift card as compensation for their time. Appendix 
Table A contains a breakdown of demographics by participant. 

3.1 Workshop Activities 
3.1.1 Understanding Shape Perception of Line Graphs. In the frst 
activity, we presented a series of 2.5-dimensional laser-cut cutouts 
to understand how participants might use 0th order fnger position 
and 1st order inclination cues to explore and perceive diferent 
features. The goal of using generic, low-fdelity mockups was to 
promote conversation around these haptic cues without biasing 
discussion to a particular type of device or actuation scheme. Par-
ticipants could perceive both cues by running their hands over a 
half-inch edge that outlined the shape of the graph, which was ver-
tically mounted to be perpendicular to the plane of the table (Figure 
2a). As a secondary objective, because tactile graphics convey line 
graphs in the tabletop plane while 1st order inclination cues are 
better suited to convey graphical information in the perpendicular 
plane, we wanted to also understand whether the orientation of 
the physicalizations made a diference in feature perception and 
user strategy. 

Each cutout outlined the shape of a graph trend, and was de-
signed to highlight diferent facets of shape perception that may be 
relevant for data-driven information, which include curvature dis-
crimination, identifcation of sharp corner features, feature height 
comparisons, and general trend perception with low and high fre-
quency features. We provided tactile graphics analogues of the 
cutouts showing the same trends as a reference and for comparison. 
The tactile graphics were constructed in accordance with the Braille 
Authority of North America (BANA) guidelines [65]; the graphics 
used thick bold lines to render trends and thinner dotted lines to 
convey gridlines (Figure 2b). 

For each shape outline, we provided the tactile graphic and cut-
outs separately, and asked participants to describe the overall shape, 

Figure 2: In the formative workshops, participants explored 
line graphs presented through a) static cutouts and b) a stan-
dard tactile graphic. c) Participants explored a variety of 
datasets emphasizing diferent shape-features. Our observa-
tions highlight some of the potential benefts of cutouts in 
guiding exploration and making some shape features more 
perceivable. 

features that stood out, and any challenges using a think-aloud pro-
tocol [84]. While participants explored the cutout, we made note of 
participants’ hand movements, comments describing the general 
shape of the graph (increases, decreases, curvature, sharp features, 
relative heights of features), discrepancies between verbal descrip-
tions and feature shape, and recurrent themes in conversations. 
After exploring the set of three shape outlines, we discussed with 
participants their general impressions of the tactile graphics and 
cutouts, as well as the strategies they used to perceive features. 

3.1.2 Investigating Multimodal Interaction for Data Exploration. In 
the second activity, we used a diferent series of laser-cut cutouts to 
explore how participants might use the cutouts in a data-visualization 
context. These cutouts were constructed from real stock market 
and COVID-19 data. We frst provided participants with contextual 
information about the plot, which consisted of what it represents, 
the x-value range, and the y-value range. Participants were then 
instructed to freely explore the plot and comment on features that 
stand out. We then brainstormed interaction techniques with par-
ticipants as if the cutout was a "smart" interface that could sense 
their voice and hands, change shape, and vocalize information. To 
ground these interaction techniques, we provided several data vi-
sualization tasks, such as identifying extrema, retrieving values, 
estimating averages, and understanding ranges. When possible, 
we also encouraged participants to further explore several inter-
action ideas using Wizard-of-Oz techniques [23]. For example, if 
participants wanted to explore the use of haptic gestures to retrieve 
specifc types of information, we articulated the requested informa-
tion upon seeing the gesture, acting as gesture-sensing and speech 
output augmentations to the cutout. 
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3.2 Workshop Results 
3.2.1 Shape Perception and Exploration. Our early observations 
point to several potential advantages and trade-ofs that the cutout 
provided compared to the tactile graphic for shape discrimination. 
First, we observed that while both representations provide 0th 
order fnger position cues, several participants (P1, P2) thought 
that the cutout provided a more "realistic", "dramatic", and "distinct"
representation of the graph shape. As P1 slid their fnger back and 
forth on the cutout, they described that "the cutout felt more realistic
in the way it dipped. You could clearly feel it". These observations
suggest that 1st order fnger contact inclination cues may contribute 
to a more distinct impression of shape. This impression may be 
due to the fact that BVI people have far more experience haptically 
exploring 3D physical objects through activities in their daily living 
as opposed to tactile graphics, which are not common in daily life. 
Researchers have hypothesized that this discrepancy may explain 
preferences and performance gains for 3D printed maps over tactile 
graphic maps [42]. 

Second, participants traced along the shape features of the cutout 
more easily than the tactile graphic. With the tactile graphic, partic-
ipants (P1, P2) had difculty following along curves that had sharp 
corners and regions with high line density, misinterpreting sharp 
corners as discontinuities and regions with high line density as 
multiple data series. These were features where directional cues for 
determining subsequent hand movements were more difcult to 
discern. In contrast, participants were able to more easily trace the 
cutout edge with their fnger and accurately describe the overall 
shape of the graph. As participants navigated horizontally across 
the cutout edge, the impenetrable boundary efectively acted as 
a physical guide that directed fnger exploration along the shape 
of the curve. These observations show how physical movement 
constraints could serve as guides to help facilitate better under-
standing of complex curves, such as those with sharp and high 
density features. 

Third, we observed that all participants were able to accurately 
articulate features and overall shapes— including rises, falls, curva-
ture, sharp points, and relative heights— simply by sliding one or 
two fngers over the top ridge of the cutouts from left to right. In 
contrast, participants often needed to devote a two-handed contour-
following strategy to trace along more complicated features on the 
tactile graphic, in which one fnger searches for new regions of the 
curve while another fnger provides an anchor for the leading fnger 
to move back to. These observations suggest that users may be able 
to quickly explore graph shapes through sequential, single-fnger 
approaches when receiving fnger position and contact inclination 
cues. 

Fourth, all participants were generally receptive to vertically 
orientated physicalizations of graphical shape features. P1 said 
that the vertical orientation provided "a better understanding of
height". However, they expressed concern about the ergonomics
and comfort of keeping their hands elevated or bending their wrist 
to perceive the top edge of the cutout for long-term exploration. P1 
also appreciated how they could "actually measure the height, can
physically measure it" by anchoring one fnger at the base and their
index fnger at the top. 

3.2.2 Interactions for Data Exploration. Participants suggested sev-
eral interactions to support data exploration with the cutouts. Par-
ticipants emphasized hypothetical techniques using both touch and 
speech output if the cutout were to become a "smart" data visual-
ization interface. "As you touch a spot, [it] would be helpful to get
the date and the stock value...Maybe when you slide, it could tell you 
the minimum or maximum value of the range (P2)". With sound, P1
described, "you could do so much. You could give people a lot of infor-
mation". They continued to explain that they "like the audio part of
it, like the idea of the sounds, not just by voice...Something that really 
connects you to what people could be studying". Speech cues could
be used to provide information on labels [18] while non-speech 
cues, such as sonifcation, could be efective in providing a global 
understanding of the graph [28, 102]. 

All participants recommended that regardless of the interface, 
contextual information should be provided prior to exploration. 
The context should include the title, axes, units, range; and ideally 
some method to provide a global picture of the graph. Prior work 
with digital interfaces found that similar contextual information 
was important prior to exploration [10, 102]. Before being provided 
the data context, P2 had trouble distinguishing data features on the 
tactile graphic. After being provided the context, they described: 
"Once I knew what it is, then I could say I understand, but it took that 
context. . . I think for these graphics, I think its very important to have 
contextual information".

Participants also recommended having a method to retrieve spe-
cifc aspects of the data-driven information on demand. We used 
Wizard-of-Oz techniques to test diferent retrieval interactions that 
provided access to the data through hypothetical speech output. P1 
incrementally retrieved values at points of interest and remarked 
that they "can really picture [the graph] with the values", furthering
the idea that having data-information can aid spatial understand-
ing. After prototyping several retrieval schemes with diferent data 
visualization tasks, P2 preferred separate commands for retriev-
ing x and y values and "getting the value when I want to. You just
don’t want to get overloaded with audio information". P2 and P3
recommended using the speech interface to determine additional 
pieces of information as well. These suggestions included methods 
to determine the maxima and minima, to retrieve averages, and to 
highlight particular areas of the graph. 

P1 cautions that speech output should work synchronously, and 
could not replace understandings gained through touch. "In teach-
ing, if someone can feel a structure, they get a better idea visualizing 
it in their head. For example, with biology, it can show me the shape 
of a kidney. If someone tried to describe the shape to me, I couldn’t 
understand it as well as me actually feeling it".

4 1-DOF HAPTIC INTERFACES FOR DATA 
EXPLORATION 

We were encouraged from observations of workshop participants 
that fnger position and contact inclination cues could efectively 
convey shape characteristics, even through single-fnger approaches. 
To investigate the contributions of these cues further and integrate 
data interactions suggested from the workshop, we introduce two 
interfaces for multimodal data exploration: Slide-tone and Tilt-tone. 
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Figure 3: In Slide-tone (a), a platform conveys 0th order po-
sition cues by moving the user’s fnger position (p ′(x)) cor-
responding to the trend’s height (p(x)) across diferent x-
positions. In Tilt-tone (b), a platform provides 1st order incli-
nation cues by tilting so that the contact surface angle (θ ′(x)) 
corresponds to the angle the trend’s local tangent makes 
with the x-axis (θ (x)) across diferent x-positions. 

4.1 System Overview 
In line with recommendations provided by Zhao et. al. for audi-
tory data exploration [103], Slide-tone and Tilt-tone provide a set 
of interactions that support the following actions: gist, navigate,
and details-on-demand [103]. Users can listen to an audifed gist
that conveys important data visualization context, such as the title, 
axes labels, units, and ranges. Users navigate the graph by actively
moving a sliding platform with their exploration hand. The hori-
zontal position of the platform corresponds to the user’s position 
along the x-axis. Users can also press separate buttons to listen to 
specifc x and y values on-demand, as recommended by workshop
participants. 

Additionally, in Slide-tone, we emulate the 0th order positional 
feedback users would have access to if tracing their fnger along a 
physical edge in the shape of the graph’s trend. As the user moves 
their hand horizontally to traverse across the x-axis, a translating 
platform guides their index fnger’s position (p ′(x)) back and forth 
along a trajectory that maps linearly to the trend’s height (p(x)) 
(Figure 3a). Based on ergonomic considerations from the workshop, 
the sliding motion is oriented along the plane of the table to more 
comfortably support exploration. 

In Tilt-tone, we emulate the 1st order contact surface angle the 
user’s index fnger would make if placed on a physical edge that 
is in the shape of the graph’s trend. As the user moves their hand 
horizontally to traverse across the x-axis, a tilting platform adjusts 
inclination (θ ′(x)) to correspond with the angle that the trend’s 
local tangent makes with the x-axis (θ (x)) (Figure 3b). 

In-line with our goal of exploring low cost and multimodal data 
visualization exploration methods, we also provided interactive 
sonifcation driven by horizontal sliding movement to both systems. 
Given that 1st order fnger contact inclination cues do not directly 
provide access to y-values, sonifcation helped fll this data-access 
gap of the Tilt-tone system. 

4.2 Interface Implementation 
Figure 4a shows the tabletop prototyping platform used by both 
systems. The platform consists of a gantry plate that slides along 
a horizontal rail which enables 20cm of exploration space. A belt 
attached to the platform drives a rotary encoder to measure the plat-
form’s horizontal position. Two sets of value-retrieval buttons sit 
on both sides of the rail to accommodate both left and right-handed 
operation. Pressing the top and bottom buttons of each set provides 
the user with speech output of x and y data values associated with 
the horizontal position of the plate along the rail respectively. The 
speech output is provided through macOS’ (version 10.15.5) native 
text-to-speech capabilities. 

Mounted to the right side of the gantry platform and perpen-
dicular to the x-axis rail is a motorized fader (RSA0N11M9A04) 
with a 3-D printed fnger platform (Figure 4b), which we call the 
motorized slider. In Slide-tone, as a user moves the gantry plate 
along the x-axis, the user’s index fnger is guided back and forth 
along the motorized slider to provide 0th order fnger position cues 
of corresponding y-value. We drew inspiration from Tanaka et. al., 
who used a similar scheme to provide kinesthetic renderings of 
audio waveforms for audio editing [82]. 

Figure 4b shows a close-up of the sliding mechanism, and Figure 
4d shows how the fnger platform moves to convey a trendline. 
A PD controller keeps the fnger platform at the desired position 
corresponding to the graph. Operating at 9V , the motorized slider 
system supplies 2N of force under stalled conditions, and has a 
0.34s 10%-to-90%rise time under no-load conditions. The system 
provides 6.6cm of fnger-movement range for the study. 

Mounted to the left side of the gantry platform is a 3-D printed 
fnger platform mounted onto a servo motor (JX-PDI-6802MG). In 
Tilt-tone, as a user moves the gantry plate along the x-axis, the 
fnger platform tilts to provide 1st order inclination cues to the 
user’s fnger corresponding to the trend’s local tangent. Figure 4c 
shows a close-up of the tilt mechanism, and Figure 4e shows how 
the fnger platform moves to convey a trendline. Operating at 4.8V , 
the servo has a specifed stall torque of 6.8kд/cm and an operating 
speed of 0.07s/60deд. 

A Python library was written to compute sonifed tones, target 
positions for the motorized slider in Slide-tone, and target tilt angles 
for the servo motor in Tilt-tone, based on an imported time-series 
dataset. For Slide-tone, linear changes in the y-value are mapped 
to linear changes in the motorized slider position and logarithmic 
changes in the sonifed frequency, based on recommended soni-
fcation guidelines [19]. A low-pass flter with a cutof frequency 
of 1kHz was applied to improve the perceived smoothness of the 
slider’s motion. For Tilt-tone, the same sonifcation mapping was 
used as in Slide-tone. However, to reduce high-frequency mask-
ing of broader low-frequency trends and to improve the perceived 
smoothness of the system’s motion, a low-pass flter attenuates the 
haptic rendering of features smaller than 5% of the graph following 
guidance from pilot participants. The inclination was then com-
puted based on tangents of the graph, with the maximum absolute 
angle normalized to a 60-degree tilt of the platform. Slider positions 
and tilt angles are serially communicated to a Teensy 3.2 micro-
controller that controls the haptic hardware. The microcontroller 
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Figure 4: Users slide a platform along a rail to actively explore line graphs (a). In Slide-tone, a sliding platform (b) provides 
position feedback of the trend’s height (d) to the user’s fnger. In Tilt-tone, a tilting platform (c) provides inclination feedback 
of the trend’s local tangent (e) to the user’s fnger. Both systems provide sonifcation and x-value, and y-value retrieval through 
speech output. 

communicates the platform position with 0.2mm precision back to 
the Python script. 

5 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION 
We conducted an IRB-approved controlled study to evaluate user 
performance and experience using Slide-tone and Tilt-tone bench-
marked against sonifcation and tactile graphics. In these studies, 
participants completed a set of data visualization tasks using the 
four diferent modal schemes in a within-subject experimental de-
sign. User performance was measured through task completion 
accuracy and time. User experience was investigated using both 
qualitative and quantitative metrics. To provide a more holistic 

perspective on the use of these schemes in a data visualization 
context [50], we collected subjective ratings of performance, men-
tal efort, and frustration; task-completion strategies; think-aloud 
transcripts; and post-experiment interview responses. Additionally, 
participants were asked to explore, describe, and optionally sketch 
data trends prior to completing the tasks to assess the types of 
features participants could identify using each modal scheme. The 
full protocol is included in the supplementary materials. 
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5.1 Participants 
We recruited 8 diferent participants than from the formative work-
shops through local San Francisco Bay Area community organiza-
tions. The study took roughly 90-minutes to complete. Four par-
ticipants self-identifed as totally blind and four self-identifed as 
very low vision. Two participants lost their sight after the age of 
40, while others had consistent levels of vision from a very young 
age (<3 yrs old). On a 5-point Likert scale (1 to 5 with 5 indicating 
highest), participants’ self reported varying levels of familiarity 
with braille (1 to 5), tactile graphics (1 to 5), and sonifcation (1 to 4); 
and varying levels of comfort with data manipulation (2 to 5). All 
participants indicated having primarily interacted with data graphs 
either haptically (P1, P2), or auditorily (P3-P8), such as through the 
use of a screen reader. Each participant received a 50 USD Amazon 
gift card as compensation for their time. Appendix Table A contains 
a breakdown of demographics by participant. 

5.2 Materials & Methods 
5.2.1 Conditions. The study had four conditions: 1) Interactive
Tactile Graphic, 2) Sonifcation Only, 3) Slide-tone, and 4) Tilt-tone.

In the Interactive Tactile Graphic condition, participants explored
data through an embossed line graph (A4 sheet of paper) that was 
overlaid on a touchscreen device (Microsoft Surface Book 3). The 
tactile graphics used for this condition were constructed similar to 
the workshop graphics. To keep the availability of information con-
sistent across conditions, we added two embossed touch-buttons 
located on the bottom-left corner of the screen that allowed partici-
pants to retrieve specifc x and y-coordinate values based on the 
location of an exploration fnger on the graphic. We also provided 
touch interactions that spoke the contents of braille labels through 
text-to-speech for non-Braille readers. 

In the Sonifcation Only condition, participants heard a sonifed
tone corresponding to the position of the platform as they actively 
moved the platform along the x-axis rail. Participants also had 
the option to retrieve specifc x and y-coordinate values using the 
buttons (Figure 4a). 

In the Slide-tone condition, participants had access to all the
interactions available in the Sonifcation Only condition in addition
to the 0th order position cues provided by the motorized slider 
(Figure 4b). 

In the Tilt-tone condition, participants had access to all the inter-
actions available in the Sonifcation Only condition in addition to
1st order inclination cues provided by the tilt platform (Figure 4c). 

5.2.2 Dataset. To assess the ecological validity of the data explo-
ration systems, we use real-world datasets that were relatively 
complex (Figure 5). The datasets depicted the progressions of daily 
new COVID infections over the State of Nevada [60], the price of 
General Motors stock [93], Google searches for the term "unem-
ployment" [36], and a sample bank account checking balance. All 
of the datasets contained several global infection points as well 
as local high-frequency information at diferent regions. Figure 5 
shows the tactile graphic versions of the datasets used in the study. 

5.2.3 Data Visualization Tasks. For each condition, we asked par-
ticipants to complete a set of four data visualization tasks based on 
fundamental data literacy questions proposed by Boy et. al. [16]. 

Figure 5: Four datasets were used in the evaluation (a-d). Im-
ages show the tactile graphic representation. 

These tasks were chosen to be broadly familiar to participants, gen-
eral for a variety of visualizations and use cases, and require spatial 
intelligence and mental projections rather than mental math [16]. 
The ordering of the tasks was the same for each condition. The frst 
task (maximum localization) asked participants to identify the x-
location of the maximum, and required participants to successfully 
identify the peak to complete the task. The second task (value com-
parison) asked participants to compare between y-values of two 
x-values, and could be aided through a general understanding of
the curve shape. The third task (value retrieval) asked participants
to retrieve the y-value at a specifc x-value, and did not require an
understanding of the shape information. The fourth task (mean
estimation) asked participants to estimate the average, which like
the second task, could be aided through a general understanding of
curve shape.

5.2.4 Study Setup. Participants interacted with the study interfaces 
on one side of a table. On the other side of the table, we as study 
facilitators controlled a pre-prepared Python script to progress 
through the study protocol, dataset-condition pairings, and tasks. 
The script also allowed us to record and log task completion times. 
A smartphone mounted to a gooseneck stand recorded videos of 
participants’ interactions and conversations for the entire study 
length. 

Participants wore Audio-Technica ATH-M50X over-the-ear head-
phones connected by auxiliary cable to receive audio and speech 
cues. We were able to monitor the audio volume and quality with a 
separate pair of headphones connected by a two-way splitter. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we took additional health and 
safety precautions in accordance with health and safety guidelines, 
which include masking, social distancing, providing disposable 
earmufs, and additional sanitization and disinfection. To reduce 
transmission risks to participants, studies were either conducted in 
pre-approved and health-compliant spaces, or in secluded outdoor 
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locations at or near participants’ residences. For outdoor locations, 
we provided tables and chairs for the study. Locations were selected 
to be convenient for participants and minimize potential external 
distractions. 

5.3 Study Procedure 
After flling out a consent form and demographics questionnaire, 
we guided participants through a 30-minute training exercise to 
familiarize participants with the diferent conditions. Participants 
explored a series of simple line graphs with each of the four condi-
tions, starting with the Interactive Tactile Graphic. We asked partic-
ipants to describe the trend to confrm their understanding with 
each condition. Participants were also introduced to the concepts of 
fnger location and contact inclination cues using a cutout similar 
to ones used in the design workshops. Value retrieval buttons and 
interactive features available in each condition were introduced at 
the end of the training session. 

In each study condition, participants were assigned to explore 
one of the four data visualization graphs. A Latin squares design was 
used to counterbalance graph assignment and condition ordering. 
At the beginning of each condition, participants were frst asked to 
take fve minutes to explore and describe, with optional sketches 
on a tactile drawing pad, the overall trend in as much detail as 
they could without retrieving any specifc values. Participants were 
then asked to complete four data visualization tasks for each study 
condition. We delivered the tasks verbally, instructed participants 
not to explore the graph until questions were fnished being asked, 
and prompted participants to verbally articulate their fnal answer 
after arriving on one. We used a keystroke command to fag on 
the study script when the question was fnished being asked and 
when an answer had been verbally articulated. Participants were 
also prompted to provide approximate answers as quickly as they 
could. Because the time and efort associated with narrowing in 
on exact values could be sensitive to spatial resolution diferences 
between the touchscreen and the other interfaces, we encouraged 
approximate answers to better capture the perceptual and cognitive 
diferences between the conditions. At the end of each condition, we 
asked participants to rate on a 7-point Likert scale their perceived 
performance, mental efort, and level of frustration in completing 
the tasks. Participants repeated this process for each of the four 
conditions. 

Aside from when completing the data visualization tasks, partici-
pants were asked to employ a think-aloud protocol. We encouraged 
participants to describe the strategies they used in each condition. 
At the end of the study, we asked participants what they liked and 
found challenging in each condition, and for any open-ended feed-
back on the diferent data-exploration methods. The questions were 
meant to elicit summary comparisons between the conditions and 
capture any additional considerations that would not be captured 
through the study tasks alone. 

5.4 Study Measures and Analysis 
We gathered a variety of quantitative and qualitative data to form 
a more holistic understanding of the modal cues explored in the 
study. For quantitative data, which include task accuracy, time, and 
subjective ratings, we used a model comparison approach to make 

statistical comparisons. Qualitative data, such as identifed graphi-
cal features, user strategies, think-aloud transcripts, and interview 
responses were captured through audio-video recordings and cross-
referenced with key quotes we took note of during the study. We 
then de-identifed, transcribed, and segregated the data into indi-
vidual excerpts based on similarity; inductively coded the excerpts; 
and reported them quantitatively (as with graphic features and user 
strategies), or as broader themes that were constructed through 
a refexive thematic analysis (as with think-aloud transcripts and 
interview responses). 

5.4.1 Feature identification based on Trend Descriptions. We an-
alyzed transcripts of participants’ descriptors of graph trends to 
understand the types of information participants could gain through 
the diferent study conditions. Because several participants had dif-
fculty drawing or chose not to draw, we based our analysis on the 
provided descriptions alone in a protocol similar to that used by 
Carswell et. al., which coded and counted participants’ descriptions 
of graphs by feature types [21]. Three members of the researcher 
team developed independent codebooks to categorize diferent vi-
sualization features from a subset of user descriptions, then jointly 
discussed and defned a fnal set of codes (Appendix Table B). We 
then classifed all remaining trend descriptions accordingly. All 
feature types identifed in the fnal codebook were relevant in all 
datasets. 

5.4.2 Task Accuracy, Time, and Subjective Ratings. We wanted to 
understand how the conditions compare for completing low-level 
data visualization tasks. Because we were more interested in overall 
condition efects, we chose to accommodate precision variations 
in the datasets and value retrieval methods by considering the 
maximum localization and value retrieval tasks correct if they fell 
within 10% of the data range, and the mean estimation tasks correct 
if they fell within 20% of the data range. Value comparison tasks 
were considered to be correct through the correct indication of 
whether one value was greater than or less than the other. In the 
Interactive Tactile Graphic condition, because the overlaid tactile
graphic reduced the touch sensitivity of the touch screen, users 
sometimes needed to press on labels several times to activate value 
retrieval functionality. Times of repeated presses were subtracted 
from recorded task times in that condition. 

A model comparison approach was used to test for the efects of 
condition and interaction efects between condition and task type 
on task performance [14, 15]. We ft a mixed efects logistic regres-
sion to predict task correctness and a linear mixed efects model 
with a Gaussian distribution to predict task completion time. We in-
cluded condition, task, dataset, and two-way interactions between 
condition and task type as fxed efects; and a random intercept 
for each participant. Likelihood ratio tests compared a complex 
model to a reduced model with and without the efects of inter-
est to determine the signifcance of those efects. A similar model 
comparison approach was used to determine the efect of condi-
tion on subjective ratings participants provided about perceived 
performance, mental efort, and frustration. For those results, the 
maximal model consisted of condition and dataset as fxed efects 
and a random intercept for each participant. Tukey correction was 
used used when making pairwise post-hoc comparisons. 
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5.4.3 Cross-Modal Strategies. To gain insight into how cross-modal 
strategies may have afected task accuracy and time, three members 
of the research team independently reviewed video footage of the 
study and provided a summary of the strategies participants used 
to complete each task. We frst summarized a subset of the videos 
and then jointly discussed important strategies to observe. These 
included navigation trajectory, value retrievals, and when applica-
ble, the use of multi-hand strategies and whether participants had 
their hands on or of the interface or the embossed line. We then 
summarized the remaining task videos. 

Individual task strategies were grouped by similarity within each 
task under each condition. We formed sub-themes based on these 
groupings and used these sub-themes to construct overarching sum-
maries of the strategies used in each condition. To ensure credibility 
and exploration of various aspects of the data, repeated discussions 
and debriefngs were conducted among members of the research 
team. 

5.4.4 Think-aloud Transcripts and Interview Responses. To gain 
insight into the broader practical considerations and participant 
preferences, we employed a refexive thematic analysis [17] on 
think-aloud transcripts and interview responses to identify im-
portant overarching themes to consider when using these multi-
modal systems. We frst decomposed verbatim transcriptions into 
individual excerpts. Data excerpts were then grouped by similar-
ity and assigned summary statements using inductive and latent 
approaches. We formed sub-themes based on these summary as-
signments, which were then summarized into main themes that 
make up the individual sections of the qualitative results (Section 
5.5.5). Repeated discussions and debriefngs were conducted among 
members of the research team at each step of the process to ensure 
credibility and promote exploratory breadth. 

5.5 Results 
5.5.1 Features Identified Across Conditions. Figure 6 shows the 
number of features mentioned by participants in each condition. 
At least one participant made an observation for every feature 
we coded, suggesting that the identifcation of each feature was 
theoretically possible in all the conditions. 

Several features were mentioned by a similar number of partici-
pants across conditions. Almost all participants (≥7/8) commented 
on the slope direction with each modality using phrases such as 
"rising", "falling", "going up", etc. However, a low number of partici-
pants (2/8) made observations comparing the slope of one region of 
the graph to that of another in the four conditions. Half of partici-
pants made comparisons between the relative heights of features 
at diferent points of the plot (4/8), and a slightly higher number 
of participants used shape metaphors (5/8), such as "s shaped", "w
shaped", "wavy", "bump" to describe trends. The number of partici-
pants mentioning high-frequency variations varied slightly, though 
all the conditions fell between 3 and 5 participant mentions. 

More participants commented on the curvature characteristics 
of the graph in the Interactive Tactile Graphic (5/8) and Tilt-tone
(4/8) conditions than in the Slide-tone (2/8) and Sonifcation Only
(1/8) conditions. Feature heights or y-positions were mentioned by 
more participants in the Slide-tone condition (6/8) than in the other
conditions (3/8). Finally, more participants made comments on the 

Figure 6: Coding of descriptions shows diferent features 
that participants identifed in each condition. 

location or length of features through Interactive Tactile Graphic 
(8/8) and Slide-tone conditions (8/8) than through Sonifcation Only 
(5/8) and Tilt-tone (4/8) through phrases such as "in the beginning...", 
or "for a while...", or "...until the end".

5.5.2 Task Accuracy and Time. Figure 8 shows the number of cor-
rect responses for each task across modality. Condition did not 
have a signifcant efect on task accuracy (χ2(3) = 0.80, P < .85). 
A high number of participants (between 6/8 to 8/8) answered the 
maximum, comparison, and value retrieval tasks correctly for all 
tasks and conditions. Most incorrect answers either swapped x 
and y values, identifed a local maxima as the global maxima, or 
did not provide precise enough values. The mean estimation task 
was relatively difcult for all participants, as only 1-3 participants 
answered the question correctly for each condition. 

Condition had a signifcant efect on task time (χ2(3) = 9.26, P = 
.03) (Figure. 7). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show a signifcant 
diference in task time (t .ratio(11) = 2.91, P = .02) in the Tilt-tone 
condition (x̄ = 33, SE = 4.95) compared to the Interactive Tactile 
Graphic condition (x̄ = 50, SE = 2.85). While not statistically 
signifcant, average task time using the Interactive Tactile Graphic 
was also highest out of all conditions for all but the maximum 
retrieval task. 

As an additional check for study validity, particularly as we used 
four diferent real-world datasets across diferent applications for 
our evaluation, we ran additional likelihood ratio tests to assess the 
efect of dataset on task accuracy (χ2(6) = 6.32, P = .39) and time 
(χ2(6) = 4.38, P = .63). When controlling for condition and task 
as fxed efects and participant as a random efect, we found that 
dataset was not a statistically signifcant predictor. 

5.5.3 Task Strategies. While task accuracy was similar across con-
ditions, participants used several strategies that were grounded 
in their modes of exploration. With maximum localization tasks, 
all participants used the available audio or haptic feedback to frst 
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Figure 7: The number of correct responses for each of the 
data tasks. Higher is better performance. Accuracy was not 
signifcantly diferent across conditions. 

Figure 8: The average task time for each of the data tasks. 
Lower is better performance. Participants were signifcantly 
faster at completing tasks in the Tilt-tone condition than in 
the Interactive Tactile Graphic condition. 

locate a perceived maxima before retrieving any values. One par-
ticipant (P1) lifted their fnger of of the fngerpad and relied on 
sonifcation alone in the Slide-tone condition.

With comparison tasks, a few participants in each of the condi-
tions did not need to retrieve y-values, and relied on a combination 
of haptic and audio cues to make relative height judgments (P1-P4, 
P8). For example, P7 augmented Slide-tone with non-exploration 
fngers as markers on the motorized slider (0th order cues). These 
markers allowed them to easily gauge if and when another value 
exceeded a "marked" y-value. Two participants (P1, P6) using the 
interactive tactile graphic anchored one hand on the frst value, 
navigated to the second value with their other hand, and used the 

Figure 9: In each condition, participants reported their per-
ceived performance, mental efort, and frustration. Partic-
ipants’ perceived performance was signifcantly higher in 
the Sonifcation Only condition than the Interactive Tactile 
Graphic condition. Post-hoc tests did not reveal any other 
signifcant pairwise contrasts. 

relationship between both to compare between values. For most 
participants in most conditions, however, comparisons were accom-
plished by navigating to both x-positions to retrieve and compare 
their respective y-values. 

The strategies participants used for the value retrieval task was 
mostly independent of the individual afordances available in each 
condition. All participants iteratively retrieved x-values until reach-
ing the location of interest, and then retrieved the y-value to obtain 
the solution. 

For mean estimation tasks, 2-3 participants sampled values along 
prominent features as they traversed along the x-axis to mentally 
form weighted estimates of the mean, 2-5 others in each condition 
mentally averaged values retrieved at evenly spaced intervals along 
the x-axis, and several participants simply averaged between the 
highest and lowest values within each condition. 

5.5.4 Subjective Assessment. Figure 9 shows the mean and 95% 
bootstrapped confdence interval for the subjective ratings partic-
ipants provided about perceived performance, mental efort, and 
frustration on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (extremely low) to 7 
(extremely high). Condition had a signifcant efect on perceived per-
formance (χ2(3) = 10.22, P = .02) and mental efort (χ2(3) = 8.77, 
P = .03), but not frustration (χ2(3) = 4.32, P = 0.23) when control-
ling for dataset as a fxed efect and participant as a random efect. 
Post-hoc tests showed Sonifcation Only (x̄ = 5.13, SE = 0.23) and 
Interactive Tactile Graphic (x̄ = 3.63, SE = 0.46) conditions to be 
signifcantly diferent (t .ratio(18) = 3.07, P = .03) for perceived 
performance. Dataset was not a statistically signifcant predictor 
of perceived performance (χ2(3) = 0.35, P = .95), mental efort 
(χ2(3) = 4.28, P = .23), and frustration (χ2(3) = 1.83, P = .61) 
when controlling for condition as a fxed efect and participant as a 
random efect. 
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5.5.5 Qalitative Results. Accuracy and task completion time mea-
sures only capture one aspect of data visualization [63]. Qualitative 
transcripts gathered from think-aloud protocols and interviews 
captured more information about user experiences and preferences 
when using the modal cues in a data context. 

Sonifcation provides quick overviews and is efcient for 
data visualization tasks, but is less efective for conveying 
important shape characteristics such as curvature. 

In this study, several participants indicated that sonifcation was 
actually easier (P1), clearer (P3), and quicker (P1, P3, P7) than tactile 
graphics for exploring the real-world datasets used for the study. 
P1 indicated a preference for sonifcation to "get a quick overview",
while P7 would use it to crunch data as "fast as I could". Participants
thought several data features were easy to understand through soni-
fcation alone, including relative heights (P1, P7), extreme features 
(P7, P8), and whether the slope was moving up or down (P2, P8). 

However, some participants (P1, P2, P7) thought that understand-
ing other features, such as the magnitude of slope and curvature, 
were much more difcult to do using sonifcation. When exploring 
a training curve that contained peaks of varying sizes, P2 said "I
can sense the steepness but I can’t sense how steepness varies across 
the diferent peaks as clearly". For an exponentially rising curve, P1
described that they were not able to "detect [the increasing slope] so
well with just the audio, because [it] does not tell me the slope at any 
point".

0th order fnger location cues provide a versatile, more ab-
solute method for understanding shape in data-visualization 
contexts. 

Two participants (P7, P8) felt that the 0th order fnger location 
cues perceived through the motorized slider provided the most 
versatile method for understanding a variety of shape features in a 
data visualization context. While P7 indicated a preference towards 
sonifcation for quick data manipulation, they described how "if I
only had one out of sound, tilt, and slider, I would go with the slider. . . 
I could tell [acceleration of changes] right away, as well as max min, 
and on average if its going up and down, and use that as a vehicle for 
identifying averaging".

The same two participants (P7, P8) articulated that the motorized 
slider provides an efective way to understand both absolute slope 
and curvature, features that several participants (P1, P2, P7) indi-
cated were challenging to perceive using sonifcation. "The slope
of each side of the peak or valley is better communicated because the 
tactile feedback is moving much quicker when the slope is steeper 
and not as quickly when the slope is not (P8)". In addition to provid-
ing a better sense of slope, half of the participants (P1, P4, P7, P8) 
also articulated that the motorized slider felt more absolute. For P4, 
exploring with a "fnger is more concrete" and for P7, the physical
motion "was much more efective in helping [them] draw a picture of
the graph in mind".

The main drawbacks participants described of Slide-tone were 
related to movement speed of the motorized slider. P1 felt that quick 
jumps, as a result of features in the data, could be disorienting. P7 
had to slow down exploration to understand the shape, and as 
a result, thought that exploring with "the slider is not as fast as
sound". Participants also had difering impressions on the direction
of motion of the slider. P6 appreciated the back and forth movement 
of the slider because they were "familiar with interpreting graphics

seeing them on a table". Yet, for P3, the back and forth motion was
kind of "disorienting".

1st order inclination cues provide a realistic impression 
of bumps, shapes, and curves; but are easy to misinterpret 
in a data visualization context. 

Upon frst impression, fve participants (P1-P3, P5, P6) felt that 
the 1st order cues perceived through the tilt platform provided a 
realistic and compelling method for conveying shape features. "It
creates the slides and dips as you go along, it seems a bit real when 
you’re sliding it (P2)". Like with Slide-tone, several participants felt
Tilt-tone (P1, P5, P6, P8) more efectively conveyed curvature than 
sonifcation alone. 

Participants, however, indicated several key limitations for using 
tilt to understand shape. First, as described by P5, relying on tilt 
was "a little more difcult to tell the exactness of the y-value." When
using 1st order inclination cues, users would need to integrate their 
haptic perception of slope over time to understand the y-value of a 
curve. Second, the fnger platform used to provide inclination cues 
was easy to misinterpret. While participants accurately used the tilt 
platform to identify curvature in the training exercise, half of the 
participants (P1, P6-P8) indicated initial confusion about whether 
they should pay attention to the angle, the left edge, or the right 
edge of the fnger platform. P7 described this well when they said 
"if left to my own in a room, I would go back and forth between is 
it a slope indicator or is the leading edge of the [platform] telling 
me the absolute value of the graph". For participants (P1, P7) that
focused their attention on the height of the left or right edge, they 
often felt that the tilt platform moved ahead of the sonifcation, or 
that the haptic cues did not match the sonifcation. An example of 
this was when an upward-curving trend caused the right edge of 
the platform to rise, but the y-value pitch remained low. For those 
participants (P6, P7), confusion reduced over time as they gained 
familiarity with the system. P6 asked to perceive the tilt along with 
the slider to better understand the diferences between how they 
conveyed shape. Afterwards, they said "I felt more familiar with the
movement of the back and forth (the motorized slider), but once you 
get used to the tilt, it’s pretty similar and useful too".

Multimodality is generally preferred over single modality 
exploration because it is perceived to reinforce understand-
ing, improve versatility, and enhance overall experience. 

The majority of participants felt that having haptic feedback is 
better than perceiving audio alone. Four participants (P3, P6-P8) 
in the Slide-tone condition and four participants (P3, P4, P7, P8)
from the Tilt-tone condition expressed that sonifcation and their
respective haptic cues helped reinforce their interpretation and 
understanding of aspects within the graph. "It’s confrming. The
tactile portion confrms what I’m hearing...if you were not sure about 
what you were hearing, you have the choice to put your fnger on 
it (P8)". For P6, who had tried but did not understand sonifcation
years ago, the haptic reinforcement was described to have helped 
them understand sonifcation better. "I tried [the] audio graph, it
didn’t really make sense to me. When I combined it with the haptic, 
it really made sense. I could [now] do audio only, but I would still like 
that haptic to confrm what I hear and what I feel (P6)".

Most participants (P4-P8) also appreciated the versatility that 
the diferent sensory methods provided for completing a variety 
of data-visualization tasks. As P7 explained, "I would refer to these
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as a quiver of tools, and which tool I pull out of the quiver depends 
on the task at hand....If what I want to know, is where on the chart is 
the greatest rate of increase or decrease, I’m going to feel for the slope 
change, and I could analyze that with the slider, but the [tilt] is going 
to give it to me almost immediately because it’s actually representing 
the slope. If what I would like to do is identify relative changes, the 
slider is a good augmentative tool to the audio because I can with 
my fnger identify parts of the slider keeping my thumb fxed at the 
bottom, I can feel it move it with another fnger".

The presence of multimodal cues accommodates the diversity of 
diferent preferences and strategies participants had for answering 
the data visualization tasks. Two participants (P2, P5) indicated 
that they focused on the audio for completing the benchmark tasks, 
but relied more on the haptic cues for understanding the general 
trends. Two participants (P4, P8) indicated preference for haptic 
exploration in general, while one (P2) had a preference for sound 
alone. Between the slider (0th order cues) and the tilt platform 
(1st order cues), half the participants (P5 - P8) felt that the slider 
provided a better way to explore data, as it felt more intuitive and 
complete, while one (P3) preferred the tilt platform (1st order cues) 
because the tilting motion felt more intuitive than the back and 
forth motion. 

Overall, fve participants (P4-P8) felt that simultaneous percep-
tion of haptic cues with sonifcation enhanced the overall data explo-
ration experience, both through reinforcing the same information 
and by providing complementary information. Four participants 
(P3, P6-P8) appreciated how the slider and sonifed tone moved to-
gether. "The sound changed and because the slider changed, so I was
able to tell the diference a little more. Both working together helped 
(P5)". For the tilt condition, three participants (P3, P5, P6) thought
the information provided haptically and auditorily provided a more 
holistic understanding of shape. "Well when I was moving without
platform, I was hearing up and downs, but I couldn’t relate what is 
what, the high pitch and low pitch, now I can feel when its in a valley, 
then on high point it is higher, I can follow how much it changes (P6)".

Additional digital interface considerations: navigation sen-
sitivity, constraints as guidance 

Participants provided additional feedback that could inform the 
development of digital interfaces for data visualization. While partic-
ipants (P1, P6, P7) appreciated the high information density enabled 
by the prototypes, several expressed that fnding specifc x-values 
was a time consuming and tedious process. We observed that par-
ticipants had to continuously reposition along the x-axis to retrieve 
specifc values. Participants recommended several interactions to 
reduce navigation efort, such as being able to adjust the x-axis 
navigation density (P7), being able to zoom and pan to regions of 
interest (P7), or receiving feedback each time a specifed threshold 
had been crossed (P6, P7). For the latter idea, P7 described how "If I
know I’m 5 away from my target date, and I could just go 1-2-3-4-5 
[clicks] and have great confdence instead of just guessing".

In the Interactive Tactile Graphic condition, three participants
(P3, P7, P8) indicated that following along the trendline requires sig-
nifcant concentration, and half of the study participants (P3, P5, P7, 
P8) described having trouble following along the thicker trendline, 
especially in the presence of the thinner gridlines. "Distinguishing
between the thinner lines inside the graph to show the levels on the 

axis and the actual graph itself, for me sometimes it’s hard to tell de-
pending on the graph where you are (P8)". The interface used for the 
other three conditions constrains users to a single-DOF exploration 
on places of interest, removing the efort and concentration needed 
to trace along the graph. "[The interface] is easy to follow, I don’t 
have the risk of losing the graphic line (P7)".

6 DISCUSSION 
The quantitative results showed similar task accuracy across study 
conditions, as well as slower response time and lower perceived 
performance in the Interactive Tactile Graphic condition than in the 
Sonifcation Only and Tilt-tone conditions respectively. As with sev-
eral prior studies comparing between diferent modalities [13, 66], 
the qualitative results captured additional information about the 
diferent experiences that the haptic cues provided to participants. 
We address both to provide a holistic discussion of the use of these 
modal schemes in a multimodal data context. 

6.1 Supporting Data Visualization Tasks 
We did not detect any signifcant accuracy diferences between the 
multimodal and Sonifcation Only conditions compared to the Inter-
active Tactile Graphic condition, despite participants working with 
relatively complex ecologically situated graphs having received 
minimal training (< 10 minutes) with each study condition. Be-
cause the Slide-tone and Tilt-tone conditions at baseline contain all 
the features of the Sonifcation Only condition, these results sug-
gest that task accuracy with our implementation of the Sonifcation 
Only condition, even without the haptic cues, performs comparably 
well. We attribute the relatively quick and efective adoption of the 
Sonifcation Only condition to several factors.

First, participants relied heavily on speech output of values 
across all conditions, which is typically the most common method 
blind people negotiate information with computers, even if it may 
not be the most efcient strategy [95]. Second, to interact with the 
sonifed data, participants actively and kinesthetically navigated 
along the structure of the line graph, which is often the most suitable 
way for blind people to explore spatial relationships [6, 7, 55]. While 
a prior study found that people appreciated the exploration auton-
omy of tactile graphics over passive listening of sonifed data [85], 
our participants tended to prefer sonifcation with the ability to 
actively navigate. Additionally, Yu et. al. found that with an audio-
haptic implementation that uses both tonal and speech output, par-
ticipants relied on haptics primarily for navigation and performed 
data visualization tasks more accurately than using tactile graph-
ics [95]. For our tasks, we found accuracy to be similar between 
the multimodal and tactile graphic condition. Third, our interface 
constrained navigation along the x-axis dimension and provided 
access to only values that are a part of the line series compared to 
the tactile graphic, which requires users to understand the entire 
planar layout to fnd and efectively navigate the data. This may 
explain how contrary to Yu et al’s observations that task comple-
tion and mental demand using their multimodal interface, which 
relied on planar exploration, took signifcantly longer than tactile 
graphics [95]; our interface did not demand greater cognitive load 
and time. 
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Efective independent use of tactile graphics is difcult without 
adequate training [72, 99, 100]. The lack of familiarity many par-
ticipants had with tactile data graphics contributed to the slower 
response time and lower perceived performance in the Interac-
tive Tactile Graphic condition, which we found to be statistically
signifcant when compared to the Tilt-tone and Sonifcation Only
conditions respectively. We found these challenges to be indicative 
of a broader tension between fexible exploration, as provided by 
the tactile graphic, and constrained guidance, as provided by the 
prototype interface. With the Interactive Tactile Graphics condition,
familiar participants (P1, P6) used labels to quickly fnd regions 
of interest, leveraged multi-hand techniques to facilitate compar-
isons to other points and regions, and navigated across gridlines to 
determine all locations where the trendline crosses a threshold to 
quickly and efectively complete the tasks. However, most partici-
pants found tracing the line and coordinating tracing with value 
retrieval to be challenging (P3-P5, P7, P8). Several participants (P3-
P5, P7) did not trace along the raised line to complete at least one 
of the tasks, but instead, relied completely on the value-retrieval 
buttons as they moved one fnger across the x-axis at the bottom 
of the graph. By not using the trendline, these participants efec-
tively used the interactive tactile graphic as a look-up table that 
they kinesthetically navigated. As all participants were able to use 
the interface of the three other conditions after the brief training 
session, we see the use of active but constrained navigation along 
the trend as a way to balance approachability to beginners with 
fexibility for accomplishing data visualization tasks. More func-
tionality can then be layered to support additional strategies for 
experienced users. 

One key question we wanted to address was whether the 0th 
order position and 1st order inclination cues worked well in a mul-
timodal context, especially since prior work has shown that haptic 
feedback can improve accuracy and time for certain data visual-
ization tasks [95]. However, our results show that the addition of 
1-DOF haptic cues do not signifcantly improve or detract much
from participants’ accuracy or time retrieving task-relevant infor-
mation for the tasks we chose; suggesting that the combination of
sonifcation, speech output of values, and active navigation used
in the Sonifcation Only, Slide-tone, and Tilt-tone conditions were
mostly sufcient for the frst three tasks where exact answers could
be retrieved. All participants expressed that the mean estimation
task was much more difcult. While gestalt overviews provided by
multi-hand exploration strategies enabled by the Interactive Tactile
Graphics condition may help with mean estimation tasks, we did
not fnd diferences in that condition to be statistically signifcant
in this particular study.

Despite the haptic cues not signifcantly afecting task accuracy 
and time compared to the Sonifcation Only condition, participants
almost always placed their fngers on the haptic cues when they 
were available, and made comments about how those cues con-
tributed to their understanding and completion of tasks, which we 
elaborate on in the next section. 

6.2 Modal Cues for Understanding Features 
All participants expressed ways in which the addition of haptic 
cues infuenced or augmented their understanding of the graphs, 

despite the haptic cues not signifcantly afecting the quantitative 
performance metrics. Transcripts from the think-aloud protocol 
and post-task interviews highlight diferences in how the modal 
schemes support participants’ understanding of the line graphs and 
completion of data visualization tasks. 

Primarily, sonifcation, 0th order positional cues, and 1st order 
inclination cues seemed to provide both complementary and redun-
dant sets of information about the graph, which is a function of 
both the information they are mapped to as well as diferences in 
human perception. Both sonifcation and 0th order haptic positional 
cues map directly to the 0th order y-value information of the data, 
meaning the modal cues need to be diferentiated to identify the 
slope, and diferentiated again to identify the curvature. However, 
participants described having a better understanding of both ab-
solute y-values (P1, P4, P7) and curvature (P7, P8) through the 0th 
order cue provided by the motorized slider than through sonifca-
tion. Comparisons in the number of mentions of y-position and 
curvature between the Sonifcation Only and Slide-tone conditions
in Section 5.5.1 seem to refect participant comments. Perceptual 
diferences through how these features are interpreted may ofer 
insight as to why. 

Understanding the absolute height of a trend through sonifca-
tion requires participants to compare the pitch of the data value to 
the pitch interval of the entire data range. Zarate et. al. found that 
comparing pitch intervals is difcult for people without sufcient 
training [98]. In contrast, using the separation between two fngers 
is quite suitable for estimating length [25, 46, 61]. Participants using 
Slide-tone placed one or several fngers anchored to the base of 
the motorized slider while another fnger moved in proportion to 
the data’s y-value height. This continuous use of fnger-separation 
to estimate length (which is proportional to y-value height) may 
contribute to a better understanding of y-value height. 

Curvature perception using sonifcation also requires users to 
identify changes in the rate of tone change (i.e. the second deriv-
ative) as they actively explore the plot. Interval discrimination at 
moving base-tones is known to be particularly difcult for non-
musicians [98]. While a prior study in haptic curvature discrimina-
tion reported lower performance when using 0th order haptic cues 
compared to 1st order haptic cues [91], the size of curved features 
conveyed by Slide-tone in our study exceeds the minimum curva-
ture discrimination thresholds of 0th order cues [91], which may 
contribute to participants’ (P7, P8) impression of curvature through 
the motorized slider. How much curvature should be conveyed in a 
data visualization context is still an open question to be explored. 

The 1st order inclination cue in Tilt-tone is diferent from sonif-
cation and 0th order position cues in that it maps to the 1st order 
slope information rather than to the 0th order y-value information 
of the data. Participants would need to integrate as they explored 
to keep track of the 0th order height information, and diferentiate 
to keep track of the 2nd order curvature information. Participants 
described understanding absolute height through the tilt platform, 
which requires keeping track of the integration of inclination cues, 
to be difcult (P5) or impossible (P7). For perceiving instantaneous 
slope and how slope changes over time, however, transcripts (P1, 
P5, P6, P8) and feature mentions suggest that the 1st order cues 
conveyed by the tilt platform are well-suited. With Tilt-tone, the 
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steepness is directly refected in the inclination angle of the fn-
gerpad, and any change in inclination would signify a curvature 
change. 

We observed several additional considerations for using 1st order 
inclination cues in the data visualization context beyond feature 
perception. Several participants indicated an additional feeling of 
realism (P1-P3, P5, P6), possibly due to the role of these cues in 
everyday object perception. However, Memeo et. al. found that 1st 
order inclination cues perform worse than 0th order fnger position 
cues when discriminating between shapes of similar sizes [58]. 

We also observed confusion caused by ambiguity from multiple 
haptic cues. While our intent was for participants to make 1st-order 
associations between the inclination of the fnger platform and the 
slope of the graph, half of the participants (P1, P6-8) attempted to 
make 0th order associations of the left or right edge of the platform 
to the y-value instead, which do not accurately refect the data. We 
believe that additional research needs to be done before making 
judgements on whether to recommend the use of these cues in this 
data visualization context, such as investigating the combination 
of 0th and 1st order haptic cues together— in which case the left 
and right edge may more accurately refect the data. 

6.3 Multimodal Integration 
Multimodality is often the recommended solution to complement 
advantages and compensate for shortcomings of individual modal-
ities [34, 66, 95], reinforce users’ understandings from a single 
modality [56], and accommodate diverse modal preferences, such 
as between speech and audio [56, 66], touch and keyboard [7], and 
haptic and audio [78]. In the context of prior studies, our Soni-
fcation Only condition can be considered multimodal in that it 
incorporates sonifcation, active kinesthetic navigation, and speech 
output. Participants on average using the Sonifcation Only condi-
tion interface performed data visualization tasks with comparable 
accuracy, time, and better perceived performance to tactile graphics. 
The additional perception of 0th order position cues or 1st order 
inclination cues, while not signifcantly afecting task accuracy or 
time, was preferred by 6 of 8 participants (P3-P8) because they were 
reported to reinforce understanding (P3, P4, P6-P8) and improve 
versatility (P4-P8). Five participants (P4-P8) felt that simultaneous 
perception of the cues enhanced the data experience. Even if partic-
ipants chose to perceive or focus on one of the cues, the availability 
of multiple cues may better accommodate the diverse strategies 
that diferent people use to answer data visualization tasks. 

Our observations reinforce prior fndings and demonstrate that 
individual modalities should be chosen to ideally span the complete 
set of information users might be interested in while strengthen 
users’ understanding for overlapping information across modali-
ties. With Slide-tone, participants described that 0th order position 
cues provided by the motorized slider better communicate absolute 
y-values (P1, P4, P7, P8) and curvature (P7, P8) while sonifcation 
provides a quicker way (P1, P3, P7) to interact with the data and 
identify extreme points (P7, P8), an example of the modalities po-
tentially providing complimentary information. Participants also 
indicate that both sonifcation and the motorized slider reinforce 
how y-values are increasing or decreasing (P4, P5), an example 
of the modalities potentially strengthening users’ understanding.

However for Tilt-tone, while several participants (P3, P4, P7, P8) 
described that information provided by tilt and sonifcation compli-
ments, conficting 0th order information provided by sonifcation 
and inadvertently caused by the rise and fall of the tilt platform 
edges produced confusion (P1, P7, P8) which can undermine under-
standing. 

It is also possible that that diferent time responses of the modal 
cues may also undermine understanding. Sonifcation communi-
cates the plot near-instantaneously while mechanical latency and 
fltering of the haptic systems introduces additional lag in the haptic 
cue renderings and may have contributed to why several partici-
pants (P1, P3, P7) felt that sonifcation seemed "quicker" for com-
pleting the data visualization tasks. Yet, most participants described 
using the haptic cues to enhance the sonifcation and reinforce 
understanding (P3-P8), despite the audio reacting quicker than the 
haptics. It is in cases when the haptics reacted before sound, such 
as when the left or right edge of the fnger platform in Tilt-tone 
quickly moved, when participants felt and commented on discrep-
ancy between the cues. These results may suggest an asymmetric 
user tolerance threshold for sensitivity diferences between au-
dio and haptics, perhaps owing to diferences between perceptual 
sensitivities to slight movements and vibrations than to slight devi-
ations in pitch relative to their relative perceptual ranges— though 
additional research is needed to investigate this. 

This work highlights how the modal cues do not necessarily 
need to be mechanically complicated and expensive to augment 
and improve users’ experience with and understanding of data-
driven information. We believe there are opportunities to more 
systematically investigate the psychophysical limits of diferent 
modal cues and mappings under a 0th order, 1st order, and 2nd 
order data visualization framework to form a more granular un-
derstanding of how information is complemented and reinforced 
through modal integration. Continued work to formalize and syn-
thesize the capabilities and limitations of diferent modal cues can 
help inform multimodal combinations that more efectively layer 
the information the cues convey. 

7 LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 
Data visualization tasks: We chose tasks that were generally
used for a variety of visualizations, are broadly familiar, and fo-
cused on perceptual intelligence and mental projections [16]. While 
we observed that Slide-tone, Tilt-tone, and our implementation of 
sonifcation performed well for these rudimentary tasks, they were 
not optimal for teasing apart task performance diferences between 
the conditions. Higher difculty tasks such as feature and slope 
estimation, while more context specifc, might better diferentiate 
performance across the conditions. Tasks requiring comparisons 
across diferent datasets are also important to consider in future 
studies. 

Evaluation Methods: Benchmark tasks and usability tests is a
subset of many potential evaluation methods that provide diferent 
perspectives on the utility of data visualization access methods [50]. 
Future work could investigate the higher-level insights that people 
may gain through these methods using open-ended insight-based 
methodologies [63]. Additional interaction techniques commonly 
used in a data visualization context, including those recommended 
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by study participants (such as pan and zoom) could be explored to 
facilitate these broader insights. 

Participants’ verbal descriptions of trends in Section 5.5.1 cap-
tured several types of features participants attended to and the 
language they used to describe these features. Because we used 
real-world datasets in which the prevalence of these features vary 
drastically, these results are not directly indicative of feature in-
terpretability through the diferent modal schemes. For follow-up 
studies, the codebook of features identifed from this study can 
be used to craft balanced sample datasets. Asking participants to 
describe trends based on these new datasets could provide more de-
fnitive and statistical assessments of feature interpretability within 
diferent modal schemes. 

Sonifcation: This work explores one implementation of line-
graph sonifcation that is most commonly explored in research and 
used in practice, in which y-values are mapped to tonal frequency. 
Prior work has also explored alternative mapping schemas, such 
as using curvature [9], difering polarities [87], or varying tempo, 
duration, volume, and timbre [54, 86], which would likely yield 
diferent results. Exploring how these diferent mappings might 
provide complementary information in multimodal contexts may 
be another area to further investigate. 

Single Point-of-View Exploration: Our 1-DOF interfaces only 
provides a single point-of-view. Prior work suggests that multi-
fnger strategies are much more efective for several tasks [61]. In 
our formative work, we saw some indication of this. Participants 
had preference for cutouts that allowed whole hand interaction, al-
lowing users to quickly and simultaneously gain a gestalt overview 
of shape features. Similarly, in the controlled study, several partic-
ipants (P7, P8) appreciated the quick overview that multi-fnger 
strategies using the cutout provided in the training session. As P7 
described, "[My] ability to grasp the totality of the data with this 
tactile representation, its almost instantaneous. . . I can instantly iden-
tify the highest point, I can instantly identify the lower point, I can 
simultaneously analyze the whole data at the same time". Supporting 
these interactions in a data visualization context and at low cost is 
an important avenue for additional research. 

System Hardware: There were inherent limitations in the spe-
cifc hardware prototypes for practical use, such as actuator re-
sponse time and hardware size. The haptic cues provided by the 
prototype platform could also be reduced to a mouse-sized form 
factor such as the one developed by Memeo et. al. [59], or be incor-
porated into a mobile haptic ecosystem similar to ones explored in 
shiftIO [81]. A higher-power actuator and more sophisticated con-
trol techniques could improve the perceived stifness and response 
time of the system. 

Participant Demographics: Prior experiences, level of vision, 
and age range of this group of participants may have also infuenced 
study results. Participants on average reported high self-ratings 
on data manipulation familiarity, which may have contributed to 
high overall accuracy for the frst three tasks. Additionally, two 
participants (P7, P8) who had interacted with graphs visually before 
losing their sight may have had additional experience with spatial 
data relationships given the broader availability of data graphics 
through visual means. 
Participants self-reported similar familiarity with tactile graphics (x̄ 
= 3.4) as with sonifcation (x̄ = 3.0) on a 5-point Likert scale (1 

to 5 with 5 indicating highest). Particularly with tactile graphics, 
we observed that unfamiliar participants had much more difculty 
completing the data visualization tasks. For this reason, we suspect 
that accuracy, time, and qualitative results in the Interactive Tactile
Graphics condition were much more sensitive to prior familiarity.

Haptic acuity [35, 79] and auditory perception [101] are known 
to decline with age, and all of our participants were over the age 
of 40. However, some evidence suggests that for groups of people 
who rely on their sense of touch and sound, tactile acuity and pitch 
discrimination does not decline with age, at least not to the same 
extent [53, 101]. 

The participants in this study had very low to no vision, while 
visual conditions and functional abilities fall along a broad contin-
uum [34]. As all participants primarily interact with data graphics 
non-visually in their prior use, our results refect contributions from 
the explored audio and haptic cues alone. The visual presentation of 
line graphs on the graphic and associated with the study interfaces 
could have played a role in task strategies and afected quantitative 
results had users who visually consumed graphics participated. 

Because we advertised this study as an investigation of data 
visualization exploration methods, many study participants had 
domain-specifc interest in data accessibility. P6, who frequently 
reviewed tactile graphics for teaching math, indicated that "I mean I
really, I was amazed, it was really cool...I’d love to show the kids (P6)",
while P1 mentioned that the tilt platform (1st order cues) "could be
a great tool for teaching some tangent in calculus (P1)." Investigating
the role of these haptic cues in teaching data visualization concepts 
could be an interesting avenue of further research. 

8 CONCLUSION 
Providing easy and up-to-date access to data visualization is impor-
tant in this increasingly digital age. As one participant described, 
"there are so many graphs we explored about stocks, COVID, bank, we 
really need access to stuf like this (P4)". Our motivation was to in-
vestigate how simple, 1-DOF haptic cues used for shape perception 
can augment people’s interactions with data trends and the infor-
mation they gain through digital interfaces. While task accuracy 
and time was comparable across multimodal and sonifcation-only 
conditions, we found that participants generally appreciated the 
additional shape information, versatility, and reinforced understand-
ing these interfaces provide. Our results suggest that even provid-
ing simple haptic feedback, especially in multimodal schemes, can 
improve people’s experiences interacting with ecologically valid 
datasets through factors beyond benchmark evaluations. Improv-
ing our understanding of these factors, especially in-the-wild is an 
important next step towards reducing the access gap. 
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A PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS 
Table 1 shows participant demographics. Participants in the forma-
tive design workshops are labeled WS#. Participants in the evalua-
tion are labeled P#. 

Tactile Data-Age Level of Braille Sonifcation Participant Profession Graphics Manipulation Group Vision Familiarity Familiarity Familiarity Comfort 
Accessibility WS1 40-59 No vision Extremely Moderately Moderately Extremely Specialist 

WS2 60-79 Engineer No vision Extremely Slightly Slightly Slightly 
WS3 40-59 Consultant No vision Extremely Very Moderately Very 

Accessibility 
P1 60-79 Media Legally blind Extremely Extremely Very Very 

Specialist 
Access 

P2 40-59 Technology Low vision Not at all Not at all Not at all Not at all 
Specialist 
Court 

P3 40-59 Reporting Low vision Extremely Moderately Very Very 
Student 
Retired P4 60-79 No vision Extremely Moderately Moderately Moderately Programmer 

P5 40-59 Unemployed Light perception Very Very Slightly Very 
Special 

P6 40-59 Education No vision Extremely Very Slightly Very 
Teacher 
Lawyer and P7 60-79 No vision* Not at all Extremely Very Extremely CPA 
Clinical 

P8 40-59 Social No vision* Not at all Slightly Very Extremely 
Worker 

Table 1: Participant demographics. Participants in the for-
mative design workshops are labeled WS#. Participants in 
the evaluation are labeled P#. The symbol * indicates loss of 
vision during adulthood 

B EVALUATION CODEBOOK 
Table 2 shows the codes used for classifying trend descriptions 
described in Section 5.4.1. 

Code Description Examples 
Shape Descriptors Shape metaphors "peak", "valley", "spike", "s-shaped "w-shaped" 
X-Position Length or position of feature along x-axis "starts with", "for 1/3 of the graph", "in the end" 
Y-Position Height relative to graph range "high", "low", "bottom", "top", "middle" 
Y-Comparison Height relative to other features or points "higher than", "lower than", "greater than" 
Instantaneous Slope Slope at one point "rising", "falling", "getting higher", "getting lower" 
Slope Comparison Slope relative to slopes at other points "steeper than", "more gradual than" 
Curvature Changing progression of slope "curving up", "curving down", "leveling of" 
High Frequency Variation Small features "small bumps", "small oscillations", "small zigzags" 

Table 2: Codes used for classifying trend descriptions de-
scribed in Section 5.4.1 
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